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Abstract

We review the main rigorous results accumulated during the last 5 years concerning the theory of transport in aperiodic media. Motivated
by the transport properties of quasicrystals, we introduce the mathematical background needed to describe transport in aperiodic media.
We then give the definitions and the properties of spectral and diffusion exponents with an emphasis on ‘anomalous transport’. The last
section is devoted to discussing the relevance of this theory for quasicrystals. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Transport in quasicrystals

Prior to the discovery of quasicrystals (QC), several mech-
anisms had already been identified concerning the behaviour
of the conductivity with respect to the temperature.
1. For metals, the conductivity increases as the tempera-

ture decreases. Moreover, the Fermi liquid theory pre-
dicts [1,2]

σ(T ) ∼ T −2

over a large range of temperatures.
2. On the opposite side, thermally activated processes,

namely whenever a gap arises in the spectrum near the
Fermi level, give [3]

σ(T )
T ↓0∼ e−∆/T

3. For weakly disordered systems, such as strongly doped
semiconductors or normal metals, there is a residual con-
ductivity at low temperature, due toquantum interfer-
ences[3,4]

σ(T )
T ↓0∼ σ0 > 0

4. In strongly disordered systems, such as for lightly
doped semiconductors, and whenever the density of
states (DOS) is small at the Fermi level, one expects a
Mott variable range hopping [3], namely in dimensionD

σ(T )
T ↓0∼ e−(T0/T )

1/(D+1)
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Conductivity properties of QCs are rather anomalous when
compared to the previous mechanisms.
1. Their conductivity is low to very low [5].
2. Their conductivity decreases enormously with tempera-

ture, with
σ300 K

σ4 K
≥ 300

in some cases.
3. The conductivity is not thermally activated.
4. The conductivity decreases with improved sample qual-

ity.
5. In the temperature range from 300 to 1000 K, the con-

ductivity follows a scaling law [5].

σ ∝ T γ , 1< γ < 2

This behaviour is observed at lower temperature for
i-Al–Pd–Re down to less than 10 K.

6. For most good quality icosahedral compounds, such as
Al–Cu–Fe or Al–Pd–Mn, the conductivity flattens below
300 K to reach a residual conductivityσ (t)≈σ 0>0 (see
Fig. 1).

7. In the icosahedral phase of Al–Pd–Re, instead one ob-
serves some type of Mott variable range hopping with
[7,8]

σ ∝ e−(T0/T )
1/4

in a range of temperature which varies from author to
author within the interval 0–10 K.
The aim of this note is to provide a mathematical frame-

work in which such qualitative behaviour can be found. We
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Fig. 1. Conductivity of quasicrystals [6].

expect that such framework will prove suitable for a more
quantitative description of transport properties of quasicrys-
tals.

2. Mathematical background

The framework we propose is valid within the one elec-
tron approximation. We will ignore explicitly the phonons
and the electron–electron interactions as a first step. In this
section only non-dissipative transport properties are consid-
ered. These are dominated by interference effects due to
Bragg reflections. Let us note that the framework applies
to all kinds of aperiodic materials, including QCs, in any
dimensiond (in practiced=1, 2, 3). Most of the results de-
scribed in this section can be found in [9,10].

More precisely, we assume that atomic sites are located
on a discrete point setR contained inRd . Following La-
garias and Pleasants [11] we define the following hierarchy
of properties:
1. The variableR is uniformly discreteif there isr>0, any

such ball of radiusr contains at most one point ofR.
This means that there is a non-zero minimum distance
between points ofR.

2. The point setR is aDelone(or Delaunay) set if, in addi-
tion, there isR>0 such that any ball of radiusR contains
at least one points ofR.

3. The variableR is finitely generated if theZ-module gen-
erated byR in Rd is finitely generated. In this case points
of R can be labelled by a finite number of integers.

4. The discrete setR is aMeyer set, whenever bothR and
R–R are Delone sets.
A point set inRd randomly distributed with respect to a

Poisson process, is discrete but not uniformly discrete with
probability one. In practice, due to quantum mechanics, the
equilibrium positions of atoms in any solid medium is a
uniformly discrete set. Impurities in a semiconductor, dis-
tributed randomly, are located on a uniformly discrete set
which is not a Delone set in general. This is also the case
of zeolithes which may have empty holes of arbitrary size.
However, most solids have their atoms on a Delone set. Ran-
dom tilings built from a quasilattice, have their vertices on

a finitely generated Delone sets. Quasiperiodic lattices are
Meyer sets [12,55]. They may also be constructed either by
inflation with matching rules or by cut-and-project method
[5], by model sets [12,55] but also through covering clusters
[13–15].

Given a uniformly discrete setR we associate the point
measure

ν(R)(dx) =
∑
y∈R

δ(x − y)

The spaceM(Rd ) of measures onRd is endowed with the
weak topology on the spaceCc(Rd ) of continuous functions
with compact support onRd . Then the family(ν(R+a))a∈Rd
of translatedν(R) has a compact closureΩ which is called
theHull ofR. The translation groupRd acts onΩ by home-
omorphisms, so that (Ω,Rd ) defines a topological dynami-
cal system. We will denote byτa the translation bya ∈ Rd
acting onΩ. It turns out that given anyω∈Ω one can find
a uniformly discrete setRω in Rd such that the measureω
coincides withν(Rω). Moreover, ifR is a Delone set (re-
spectively a finitely generated Delone set, a Meyer set) so
are all theRω’s [10].

In practice, the point setsRω can be obtained as limits of
subsequences of translated ofR, where the limit means that
given any finite hypercubeΛ, the sequence looks eventually
stationary when restricted toΛ.

One can then see the Hull as a universal ideal object con-
taining all possible finite size samples that an experimental-
ist could possibly produce. In QCs the Hull corresponds, as
a set, to the acceptance zone.

We will then choose anRd -invariant, ergodic probability
measurePPP onΩ. By the Birkhoff ergodic theorem we then
have∫
ω∈�

dPPP(ω)f (ω) = lim
Λ↑Rd

1

|Λ ∩Rω0|
∑

x∈Λ∩Rω0

f (x)

for PPP , almost allω’s. HereΛ denotes hypercubes centred
at the origin.

Such a probability measure can be seen as a precise proce-
dure for taking space averages. In practical cases it is given
by the Gibbs measure describing the thermal equilibrium of
atoms [10].

For simplicity, we may assume that conduction electrons
are spinless and can occupy only one atomic orbital per site.
This simplification is not required for our framework to ap-
ply, but it is assumed here for pedagogical purposes. In this
case, the physical Hilbert space of quantum states for such an
electron can be taken asHω = `2(Rω) namely the space of
sequencesψ = (ψ(x))x∈Rω

with ||ψ ||2=∑
x∈Rω

|ψ(x)|2 <
∞. The translationT(a)ψ(x)=ψ(x−a) defines a unitary
transformation betweenHω andHτaω.

A covariant family of operators is a mapω ∈ Ω 7→ Aω
with Aω being a bounded operator acting onHω such that

T (a)AωT (a)
−1 = Aτaω
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for all a ∈ Rd . Covariance means that matrix elements can
be written as

〈x|Aω|y〉 = A(τ−xω; y − x), x, y ∈ Rω
whereA is a function of the pairs (ω,a) such thatω ∈ Ω, a ∈
R
d with 0∈Rω andRτ−aω. The set ofω’s with 0∈Rω is

called thecanonical transversaland will be denoted byΓ 0
Ω .

It is a compact subset ofΩ. The set of pairs (ω,a) with
ω ∈ Γ 0

Ω, a ∈ Rd andτ−aω ∈ Γ 0
Ω is called the groupoid of

the transversal and is denoted byΓ Ω [16].
A covariant family of operators iscontinuouswhenever

the map(ω, a) ∈ ΓΩ 7→ A(ω, a) ∈ C is continuous with
compact support. Anobservableis any limit of sequences of
continuous covariant families of operators under the norm
||A ||=supω∈Ω ||Aω ||. Endowed with the pointwise sum, ad-
joint and product, the set of observables is then aC∗-algebra
denoted byA=C∗(Γ Ω ). The subset of continuous covariant
families of operators will be denoted byA0 throughout this
note.

The trace per unit volumeT is defined forA∈A by

τ(A)= lim
Λ↑Rd

1

|Λ ∩Rω0|
∑

x∈Λ∩Rω0

〈x|Aω|x〉

=
∫
ω∈�

dPPP(ω)A(ω,0)

A differential is also defined by

E∇A(ω, a) = ιaA(ω, a)

One remarks that ifEX=(X1, . . . ,Xd ) denotes theposition
operatoracting on,Hω, then E∇Aω = −ι[ EX,Aω].

The trace per unit volume and the differential are the
non-periodic analog of the integration and differentiation
over the quasimomentum in the Brillouin zone [9].

In what follows, we will denote byH the Hamiltonian de-
scribing the one electron motion in the solid under consid-
eration. Examples of such a Hamiltonian are given by tight
binding operators of the form

Hωψ(x) =
∑
y∈Rω

t (x − y)ψ(y), x ∈ Rω,ψ ∈ Hω

where t is a continuous function onRd decreasing fast
enough at infinity and witht(−a)=t (a) (to insure thatH is
selfadjoint). In all cases we will assume thatH∈A. Thecur-
rent operator EJ is obtained as the product of the chargeq
of the carriers by the velocity operator. Using the Heisen-
berg equations for the evolution of observables, it follows
that EJω = qι[Hω, EX] so that EJ = q E∇H (units are such that
~ = 1 here).

3. Spectral and diffusion exponents

The material contained in this section has been developed
in full generality in [17]. We supposeH=H∗∈A is the one

electron Hamiltonian. Its local density of states (LDoS), also
called thespectral measureby mathematicians, is defined
by

∫ E1

E0

dµω,φ = 1

π
Im

∫ E1

E0

dE′〈φ|(E′ − ι0+ −Hω)
−1|φ〉

for φ∈Hω. We define the local exponents by (for more in-
formation see [17] and references therein)

d±
ω,φ(E) = lim

{
sup
inf

}
ε↓0

ln
∫ E+ε
E−ε dµω,φ

ln ε

Given an energy interval∆, we defined±
ω,φ(∆) by consider-

ing the supremum (infimum) of thed±
ω,φ(E) for E∈∆ mod-

ulo subsets of zeroµω,φ-measure in∆. Then we maximise
(minimise) overφ∈Hω to get the exponentsd±

LDoS(∆) which
happen to be independent ofω, PPP almost surely [17].

The exponentsd+
LDoS(∆) coincides also with the Haus-

dorff dimension of the LDoS in the energy interval∆.
The spectral properties of the LDoS can be rephrased as

follows:
1. If the LDoS isabsolutely continuousin ∆ if d+

LDoS(∆)=
d−

LDoS(∆)=1.
2. If the LDoS ispure point in ∆, namely it is a sum of

Dirac peaks, thend+
LDoS(∆)=d−

LDoS(∆)=0.
3. If 0<d±

LDoS(∆)<1 the LDoS issingular continuous.
We also define thefractal dimensionsby (herep∈R)

D±
∆(p)= lim

p′→p

1

p′ − 1
lim

{
sup
inf

}
ε↓0

×

ln

( ∫
ω∈Ω dPPP(ω)

∫
∆

dµω,φ(E){∫ E+ε
E−ε dµω,φ

}p′−1
)

ln(ε)

which does not depend upon the choice ofφ.
We remark that if the LDoS is absolutely continuous on

∆, namely if for almost allE∈∆, there are 0<c≤C<∞ such
that cε≤∫ E+ε

E−ε dµω,φ ≤ Cε, thenD±
∆(p)=1. On the other

extreme, if the LDoS is pure point on∆, we getD±
∆(p)=0.

In generalD±
∆(p) depends onp explicitly and D−

∆(p)<
D+
∆(p).
To define thediffusion lengthwe consider the electron

starting at some initial sitex∈Rω. One also forces it into
some energy window∆=[E−,E+], by settingP∆ the corre-
sponding eigenprojection ofH and consideringP∆,ω|x〉 as
initial state instead. Then one measures the spreading of this
wave function after timet, namely one consider the position
operator after timet.

EXω(t) = eιtHω EX e−ιtHω

so that 〈x|P∆,ω| EXω(t) − EXω(0)|pP∆,ω|x〉 measures the
spreading forp≥1. In order to avoid all kinds of fluctuations
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due to the choice of the initial pointx∈Rω one averages
over space and also over time by setting

L
(p)
∆ (t)p =

∫ t

0

ds

t
〈x|P∆,ω| EXω(t)− EXω(0)|pP∆,ω|x〉

As a matter of fact, using the definition of the trace per unit
volume and of the differential, thisdiffusion lengthcan also
be written as

L
(p)
∆ (t) =

(∫ t

0

ds

t
T (P∆| E∇eιtH|p)

)1/p

In practice we mostly consider the casep=2. Thediffusion
exponentsβp(∆) are defined by

β±
p (∆) = lim

{
sup
inf

}
t↑∞

lnL(p)∆ (t)

ln t

We then get (β denotes either ofβ±
p=2(∆)):

1. β−
p (∆) ≤ β+

p (∆)

2. p ≤ p′ ⇒ β±
p (∆) ≤ β±

p′(∆)
3. β=1 corresponds toballistic motion. This happens for

example in perfect crystals.
4. β=0 corresponds toabsence of diffusion. This happens

in particular whenever electrons are strongly localised.
5. β=1/2 corresponds toquantum diffusion. Numerical

computations show that this happens in weak localisation
regimes.

6. β<1 corresponds tosubballistic regimes. Such regimes
have been observed in many models of motion on 1D,
2D quasicrystals [6].

7. 0<β<1/2 corresponds tosubdiffusion. It is precisely ex-
pected to occur for 3D perfect quasicrystals within the
one electron approximation.
Numerical simulation have shown examples of systems

for which the diffusion exponent is not trivial. The Harper
model [18] describing the motion of a 2D electron on a
square lattice submitted to a uniform magnetic field, pro-
vides an example of quantum diffusion [19,20]. The Fibon-
nacci chain [21–23], the kicked Harper model [24–26,52],
the octagonal lattice [27] also give rise to non-trivial diffu-
sion exponents.

During the last 10 years, a certain number of inequalities
have been proved. The first one is the so-calledGuarneri’s
inequality[28–30,53]

β±
p (∆) ≥ d±

LDoS(∆)

d

whered is the dimension of the space in which the lattice
lies. More recently this inequality has been improved in var-
ious ways. In the case of 1D chains, with nearest neighbour
interactions only (the Hamiltonian then is a Jacobi matrix),
a better lower bound was obtained on the ground of analytic
arguments [31] or numerical computations [32,33,54] and
later proved rigorously [34,35]. More recently this bound

was extended to a general Hamiltonian [36] to produce the
BGT inequality

β±
p (∆) ≥ 1

d
D±
∆

(
d

d + p

)

Question: Can an absolutely continuous LDoS coexist with
subdiffusive motion?

This question may actually be relevant for systems with
d≥3 as we will show below. Absolute continuity means
that the LDoS is regular enough. In particulard±

LDoS(∆) =
D±
∆(p) = 1. Thanks to Guarneri’s and BGT’s inequalities,

this gives
• In 1D, absolute continuity of the LDoS implies ballistic

motion.
• In 2D, absolute continuity of the LDoS can coexist with

subballistic motion but not with subdiffusive one.
• For d≥3 subdiffusive motion is permitted provided
β≥1/d.
Examples of such motion were provided in the literature.

A class of models on an infinite dimensional hypercube [37],
exhibits smooth LDoS and logarithmically slow diffusion,
namelyL(p)∆ (t) ∼ ln(t)1/2. Other models [38] on the basis
of the Labyrinth proposed by Sire [39], exhibit absolutely
continuous LDoS ford≥3 and subdiffusion, some of them
havingβ≤0.3343.

4. Conductivity and electronic transport

In this section we consider now the possibility of dissipa-
tive mechanisms on top of the electronic motion in the lat-
tice of atoms. Dissipation may occur from electron–phonon
collisions (namely from the atomic motion coupled to elec-
trons), from electron–electron interactions, or from any other
source of coupling with the outside world. The main effect
of dissipative mechanisms is the loss of phase coherence of
the electronic wave packet, after a typical timeτ rel which
depends usually upon the temperature as

τrel ↑ ∞ as T ↓ 0

Using anN-body approach one can even estimate this de-
pendence. If the dissipation is due to phonons, we usually
get [40]

τrel(T ) ∼ (T )−1 for largeT

τrel(T ) ∼ (T )−5 for smallT (Bloch’s law)

In [41,42] a kinetic theory for a description of transport has
been proposed. It is based upon the old idea of Drude [43].

In Drude’s model, the electron is a classical free particle
of massm and chargeq evolving inRd . It collides at Pois-
sonian random times with colliders, so that its momentum
after the collision becomes a random variable independent
of the momentum just before the collision. Choosing its dis-
tribution according to the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution
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with temperatureT leads to Ohm’s law for the conductivity
and to Joule’s laws for the electric power.

Our proposal was to mimic this model by assuming that
the particle motion is quantised with a HamiltonianH as
in previous sections. Then collisions are represented by
quantum jumps[42] from one eigenstate|x〉 another one
|y〉, occurring at random Poissonian times with parameter
Γ ω;x→y , namely the relaxation time between two such
jumps isτx→y=Γ −1

ω;x→y . If the state of the system is rep-
resented by the density matrixρ just before the jump it
will become κx→y(ρ) just after. Hereκx→y is the jump
operator: it should transform a density matrix into another
one. The time evolution of the state is then given by the
HamiltonianH between jumps and by the jump operator at
each jump. More details about such class of models will
be published soon [42]. If we switch on an external force,
such as a dc or ac uniform electric fieldEE at frequencyω̃,
the evolution of an observableA will be randomised by the
collisions processes.

The coherent partof the current (controled by quantum
interferences) is represented by the operatorEJ = q d EX/dt .
In addition there is adissipative partof the current pro-
duced by the quantum jump processes (e.g. phonon drag).
The electric current observed in experiments however is an
average of the current, obtained by averaging over the ini-
tial state, over the collisions, and over the time at the fre-
quency of the external field. Since there are many electrons
in the system, even if one considers them as independent,
they behave like a Fermi gas, so that their equilibrium dis-
tribution is rather given by adensity matrixaccording to the
Fermi–Dirac statistics

ρβ,µ = (1 + eβ(H−µ))−1

It then belongs to the observable algebraA. Hereβ=1/kBT is
the inverse temperature, whereasµ is the chemical potential
fixed by the requirement that

T (ρβ,µ) = nel

where nel is the electron density in the solid. Putting all
contributions together, the averaged currentEj(ω̃) satisfies

Ej(ω̃) = σ(ω̃)Eε(ω̃)+ O( EE2) (linear response)

whereσ(ω̃) is thed×d conductivity tensor. One can prove
rigorously, within this framework, that the error term is in-
deed O( EE2). The formula that one gets for the conductivity
is quite involved in general. Within a good approximation
one can reduce it to

σ(ω̃)i,j = q2

~
τ

(
∂jρβ,µ

1

C + LH − ιω̃
∂iH

)

where LH is the Liouville operator acting on A by
LH (A)=ι[H,A]/~, whereasC is the collision operator
acting on observables as

C(A)ω =
∑
x→y

Γω;x→y(Aω − κ∗
x→y(A)ω)

whereκ∗
x→y is the dual of the jump operator acting on ob-

servables instead of on states.
The relaxation time approximation (RTA) consists in ap-

proximating the collision operatorC by a multiple of the
identity

C ≈ id

τrel
(RTA)

whereτ rel is a typical relaxation time for dissipative pro-
cesses. It corresponds to thecoherence timeor to theinelas-
tic relaxation timefound in the literature. The RTA is usually
valid at high enough temperature (typically atT≥10–50 K
in many materials). One of the main results concerning the
behaviour of the conductivity asτ rel ↑ ∞ (namely asT↓ 0)
is the anomalous Drude formula proved in [41] on the basis
of an argument initially due to Mayou (see [6]) and com-
pleted by Sire [44]: ifσ|| denotes the parallel conductivity
(i.e. i=j) at ω̃=0, one has

σ||
τrel↑∞∼ τ

2βF−1
rel (anomalous Drude formula) (1)

whereβF=limε↓0βp=2(EF−ε,EF+ε) and EF is the Fermi
energy. This leads to the following discussion:
1. For ballistic motion,βF=1, one recovers the usual Drude

formula

σ||
τrel↑∞∼ τrel

2. For absence of diffusionβF=0, one gets ananti-Drude
behaviour

σ||
τrel↑∞∼ 1

τrel

It is usually unobservable because at low temperature the
RTA fails so that one sees all kinds of more complex
effects due to the structure of the collision operatorC.

3. For a quantum diffusionβF=1/2, the conductivity con-
verges to aresidualpositive value that is usually observed
in any weakly disordered system at low temperature.

4. For overdiffusive motion, where 1/2<βF<1 the conduc-
tivity eventually diverges leading to a metallic behaviour.

5. For subdiffusive motion, where 0<βF<1/2, the conduc-
tivity eventually converges to zero leading to an insulat-
ing behaviour. This is what is expected to arise in QCs.

6. If the HamiltonianH contains two contributions corre-
sponding to different values ofβF, the one with the
highest diffusion exponent dominates at low tempera-
ture. Thus, if a weak disorder is added to a subdiffusive
system, there will be a residual conductivity to a small
temperature.

5. Application to QCs

The results found in the previous section are good candi-
dates to explain the scaling behaviour of the conductivity in
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term of the temperature. In 1998, Fujiwara and Roche pro-
posed using Eq. (1) together with linearmuffin tin orbitals
(LMTO) calculations on Al–Cu–Co predictingβF≈0.375,
to deduce a scaling law in terms of the temperature. To do
so, they assumed that the Bloch lawτ rel∝T−5 is valid on
a large range of temperature. If one accepts this as starting
hypothesis, one obtains

βF ≈ 0.375 and τrel ∝ T −5 ⇒ σ||
T ↓0∼ T 5(1−2βF) = T 1.25

a result compatible with experiments. This is the first known
mechanism liable to lead to such a behaviour.

In QCs, however, such a scaling law is observed in the full
range of temperature 300 K≤T≤1000 K. Even if one is ready
to believe that electron–phonons coupling is the main source
of dissipation, it raises the question of why Bloch’sT−5-law
should hold at such high temperatures. If instead we accept
the T−1-law that is usually found at high temperatures, the
previous argument fails to explain the experiments.

Nevertheless, this result may be of interest in the case of
Al–Pd–Re for which this law is followed down toT≈10 K
(cf. Fig. 1). In this range of temperatures the Bloch law is
likely to dominate. This is interesting because in a metal,
Bloch’s law is hidden behind the Fermi liquid behaviour
(see Section 1) One explanation could be that in QCs the
electron–electron interactions should not lead to a Fermi
liquid theory because the Fermi surface splits into an infi-
nite number of tiny pockets due to the quasi periodicity of
the lattice. If this argument holds, then theT−2-behaviour
of the conductivity that is observed in metal, should dis-
appear in QCs. But there is another argument that may
be used: even if the Fermi liquid theory holds, the usual
Matthiessen rule 1/τ=1/τ1+1/τ2 giving the relaxation time
whenever two processes coexist, is replaced in QCs by an
inverse Matthiessen rule [6] of the formτα = τα1 +τα2 (with
α=1−2βF) thanks to Eq. (1). In such a case, the Bloch term
T5/4 dominates over the Fermi one proportional toT1/2 here.

The low temperature behaviour for most QCs exhibits a
residual conductivity, as can be seen in Fig. 1. We have seen
that this is what happens wheneverβF=1/2. Therefore, in
the light of the previous argument we may wonder why such
a diffusion exponent should occur in this range of tempera-
tures.

There are two mechanisms liable to lead to such a result.
First of all, some weak disorder may occur in the solid. If it
is weak it should become negligible at higher temperatures,
leaving the previous scaling law dominant. But at smaller
temperature the disorder cannot be neglected anymore, so
that, by virtue of the point (6) at the end of Section 4 above,
it will dominate the conductivity behaviour because the cor-
responding diffusion exponent is the highest one. The real-
istic QCs are indeed likely to exhibit some disorder. Most
images in high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) indicate that such disorder should be there. More-
over, the tunnelling junction measurement of the DoS near
the Fermi level [45] show that the pseudo-gap at the Fermi

level is partially filled with states which are likely to be re-
lated to disorder. Still, one does not know yet what is the
origin of that disorder: random tiling, chemical or structural
disorder?

There may be another more subtle explanation however.
Even if we assume that the atomic sites are sitting on a
perfect quasilattice, we may have a low temperature diffu-
sion exponent equal to 1/2 at the Fermi level. This is be-
cause the level spacing distribution should follow the pre-
diction of the random matrix theory GOE statistics. This
has been observed in several numerical simulations for a
tight-binding model on the Ammann–Beenker tiling (TBAB)
of the plane [46–49,56]. GOE statistics are usually associ-
ated to a weak localisation regime in disordered systems,
such as the Anderson model. The TBAB model, however,
does not exhibit either weak or strong localisation, as shown
in [49,56], since the inverse participation ratio scales in a
non classical way in term of the cluster size investigated.
However, in 3D one expects a smoothening of the LDoS
[38] together with a GOE statistics at small energy scale.
More generally, on the basis of [38], we conjecture that
for d≥3, any homogeneous Schrödinger operator at high
enough energy or at low enough potential should have an
absolutely continuous spectral measure with level repulsion
statistics.

Therefore, such a mechanism entitles us to expect that
βF=1/2 in a perfect 3D QC. In addition, this conjecture
may be violated if the effective Hamiltonian near the Fermi
level is not a small perturbation of the free one. That may
be a possible mechanism liable to separate Al–Pd–Re from
other QCs, form the point of view of the low temperature
conductivity [51].

However, if this last mechanism is competing with some
disorder, there is a need to know at which energy scale
it can actually be observed [51]. Because then we could
not understand why a residual conductivity does not ap-
pear in Al–Pd–Re. On the contrary, at low enough temper-
ature, several experiments show some Mott variable range
hopping [7,8]. Together with the tunnelling junction experi-
ments, showing a deeper pseudo-gap for Al–Pd–Re than for
other QCs (see [45]), this is an indication that there is a low
amount of ‘impurities’, creating a low density of states at
the Fermi level in the pseudo-gap. Thus, these states should
be far enough from each other to be localised. Since the
conducting electrons have energy close toEF at low tem-
perature, they should be trapped in localised states, leading
to conduction by variable range hopping.

6. Conclusions

To summarise, we have shown that:
1. The formalism of the non-commutative Brillouin zone

gives a mathematical framework allowing to describe
anomalous coherent transport, thanks to spectral and dif-
fusion exponents.
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2. In dimensionsd≥3, we expect the quantum spectral mea-
sure (LDoS) to be absolutely continuous, at least in the
perturbative regime, with subdiffusive behaviour [51].

3. Using a kinetic model for describing dissipation pro-
cesses, one gets a Kubo formula and one can derive an
anomalous Drude formula.

4. The anomalous Drude formula is likely to explain the
scaling laws observed in quasicrystals for the conductiv-
ity in term of the temperature. However, problems remain
to understand the Bloch law for the electron–phonon re-
laxation time at high temperature.

5. A pseudo-gap near the Fermi level occurs in the
energy scale of 50 meV [45], with DOS vanishing
like

√|E − EF|. It is probably due to the residual
electron–electron Coulomb interaction (the Altshuler–
Aronov mechanism [50]. As for semiconductors, this
implies that the low temperature conductivity may be
dominated by ‘impurities’. Then one can interpret the
weak localisation effect by a larger density of impurities
than in the case of the Al–Pd–Re which should then
be in the localised regime. This could explain why the
scaling laws are seen down to very low temperatures and
should also explain why Mott’s variable range hopping
is observed in such compounds. However, the very low
value of the Mott temperatureT0 (sometimes as low as
1 mK [8], raises the question of the validity of Mott’s
argument in such cases.

6. The occurrence of level repulsion observed in numerical
computations may be an alternative explanation: if this
regime dominates then a residual conductivity should oc-
cur. Otherwise the quantum interferences due to Bragg
reflections should dominate. That could be the source of
the difference between Al–Pd–Re and other QCs [51].
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